SHARE2U
MULTI-VIDEO USB CONVERTER

Let on line communication take
place more easily and clearly
Online collaboration is already a communication
norm, like email & cellular phones. The novelty and most
of the connection problems are gone. It's a valid
tool. Audiences already expect a higher production value than
a one camera,talking head communication. For small groups or a
single presenter, the lnogeni Share2U® is designed to save time
and let the communication take place easily and clearly.

The Share2U® is a small box with a USB3
output to which you connect two video sources and
an audio source. Or you can use the audio that is part of the
video. You can choose which video source you want or to make a
split screen or PiP combination image of the two sources. For small
groups or a single presenter,the lnogeni Share2U® is designed to
save time and let on line collaborative, communication take place
easily and clearly. Share2U® is so simple you do not need an
operator.

Built-in Mixer with simple keypad and remote control
Source selection on the Share2U® is done by buttons on the top or a
remote control or via serial or Ethernet. You can present and narrate
a PowerPoint program, cut between images of one speaker and a
group, have one camera focused on an interviewer with the other on
the interviewee, present and explain a spreadsheet or a digitized
radiograph,etc. With practice you can make one camera full screen
and change what the other camera or source is looking at while it is
off screen. lnogeni also has a family of 'Cam selectors' that give you
multiple sources for the 'off screen' source. And, Share2U® has
an HDMI program out so you can see what the other side sees on
a larger screen.

Extreme compatibility with all applications
Technically,Share2U® does all of the switching and blending
upstream from your computer so your collaboration program sees
a single continuous data stream. Tested apps include Skype®,
Quicklaunch®,Webex®, Hangouts®, ZOOM®, Vidyo®, vMix®,etc.
The best way to test your application is that if it works with a single
camera, you can have more cameras with Share2U®.

With the lnogeni SHARE2U,
your meeting can be as
spontaneous as you want it to be.
lnogeni CAM Selectors adds more flexibility
In combination with our CAM multiple source selectors you can have even more sources by selecting and changing
sources on the 'dark'input. Or you can use them without the SHARE for a smooth USB3 feed to your collaboration
program. And lnogeni offers 'grab and print'software,available with the Shares.

SHARE2U $1995US
Features summary:
SHARE2U is the most easy and reliable tool for simultaneous capture and mix
of two streams of USB or USB &HDMI plus audio into one single USB 3.0 stream.

Video Outputs (program)
USB 3.0 output (1080p60)
HDMI (1080p60)
Video inputs:
1 x USB 2.0 (MJPEG/H.264 1080p30)
1 x USB 2.0 (MJPEG/H.264) or HDMI (1080p30)
Mixing effects:
Main 1,Main 2,PiP, Side-by-Side,Big-Small
Audio Input & Output:
Analog stereo,line level,3.5mm jack.
HDMI Embedded audio
USB camera audio
HDCP:
HDCP-compliant.
HDCP-encrypted content is not transmitted to the output.
Expansion:
2 x USB 3.0 expansion ports for USB audio or other
Mixer Control options:
LAN, RS-232, USB,
Keypad,
INOGENI REMOTE
For systems installers and designers, lnogeni offers discount pricing and unbeatable technical support.

www.inogeni.com

